DMLEK’s Chairman Public Meeting in Des Moines, Iowa - USA
Democratic Movement for the Liberation of
the Eritrean Kunama DMLEK’s Chairman;
Kornelios Osman Aggar has conducted a
successful public meeting in Des Moines,
Iowa - USA on Sunday, May 10, 2015. The
meeting was attended by more than 120
residents including men, women and
youths.
After the participants paid attention for a
minute in respect to the martyrs who
sacrificed their life for the sake of their
people, DMLEK’s Chairman Kornelios
Osman has brought three points to
discussion and action. They were:1. DMLEK’s

General

Organizational

News
2. DMLEK’s Stands on Some Points
3. Adjusting the Administrative Structure for the DMLEK Members in Iowa

State.

DMLEK Chairman Kornelios Osman has briefed the current situation of
Kunama people living inside Eritrea, Sudan and Ethiopia in respect to their
relationship with DMLEK’s activities and their strengths and weaknesses in
keeping the Kunama unity. Here the Chairman has briefed more on the level of
the Kunama liberation struggle and pinpointed what is left in the future. He
also made clear that DMLEK has good diplomatic relationship with Ethiopian
and Sudanese governments. Finally, Kornelios has explained the changes and
situations on Eritrean opposition groups and their obstacles in the liberation
struggle of our people.

Concerning about the stands of its organization, the DMLEK Chairman;
Kornelios Osman Aggar has clearly put that its ethnic based organization and
the principle of ‘self-determination up to secession’ will not be changed as far
as they respect the needs of our kunama people. As a result it will be
advantageous to us to continue participating in Eritrean Politics in the
principle of give and take.
On other hand, the DMLEK Chairman has briefed the graces and advantages
as well as the challenges of establishing Kunama community there. At the time
he discussed on educational matters and has suggested that the Kunama
youths should study to their best while they are here in USA to help for
themselves and their people. In this case the community to be established has
to help them with the collaboration of the parents.

The participants have also discussed that PFDJ forums and gatherings are
dangerous and negates our advantages and have decided to not participate in
such gatherings of PFDJ.

Finally, DMLEK Chairman; Kornelios Osman has discussed concerning about
the administrative structure of Iowa State. After the discussion, they elect nine
Iowa State Committee members and nine leaders of youth, women and patriotic
associations. The participants have discussed thoroughly and have assured
their readiness to change their decisions into action. The meeting was vibrant
and cheerful and concluded successfully.
WE WILL BRING OUR KUNAMA LIBERATION STRUGGLE TO THE END AS WE STARTED
IT!!
THE PRINCIPLES OF DMLEK SHALL FLOURISH FOREVER!!

